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It’s like in the great stories Mr. Frodo.

The ones that really mattered.

Full of darkness and danger they were,

and sometimes you didn’t want to know the end.

Because how could the end be happy.

How could the world go back to the way it was when so much bad happened.

But in the end, it’s only a passing thing, this shadow.

Even darkness must pass.

A new day will come.

And when the sun shines it will shine out the clearer.

Those were the stories that stayed with you.

That meant something.

Even if you were too small to understand why.

But I think, Mr. Frodo, I do understand.

I know now.

Folk in those stories had lots of chances of turning back only they didn’t.

Because they were holding on to something.
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1
T H E
A R T I S T

I’m a designer who tries to tell stories through  

my work. When we can create a narrative, we  

can create a world of imagination.

My passion for art began when I was in elementary school, drawing cartoons in my diary entries. As I grew older, I realized that art has 

always been a deep part of my life, whether I was aware or not. I am a graphic designer, working in motion graphics, animation, film and 

video. I strive to make my motion projects tell stories. When you can tell a narrative simply using visuals and audio, you can connect 

with audiences on an emotional level. This is why authors write: so that people can read their tales. Yet it can be a struggle to tell the 

right story. My thesis explores how to inform new authors on the experience of self-publishing, so that they can share their stories with 

more of us. 

For me, design is an industry that is constantly evolving as technology and cultures change over time. All aspects of design are 

important, even if it is not my specialty or interest. I am excited to see how the industry of design will continue to evolve as I step out 

my front door to be swept away in this world. Once I’m done, I’m sure I’ll have a tale or two to tell the world. 



T H E S I S
Q U E S T I O N

How can narrative through motion design be utilized 

to inform first-time self-publishing millenials about 

the process of publishing?
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RESEARCH 
PHASE

W H A T  D E F I N E S  T H E  P R O B L E M ?



P R E L I M I N A R Y
R E S E A R C H

My initial research took me in several different directions. I had 

a few end goals that I wanted to achieve by the completion of 

my research phase. One goal would be for me to connect with 

my target audience. Originally, my target audience was going 

to be new or established self-published authors.  However, after 

conducting user surveys, interviews, and research, my target 

audience shifted. Now, the focus is on first-time or new self-

published authors. Through user research and subject matter 

research, I began to understand what problems lie within the self-

publishing industry. For example, authors do not know how or 

when to market their books. Also, self-published authors do not 

understand design. There are even self-published authors who 

don’t know much about editing. All these problems circled around 

a core problem. That problem that I found through my research 

was that self-published authors were lacking the knowledge it 

took to self-publish their books.

Self-published authors often take on too many roles (other than 

being an author) to complete their books. Yet, many of these 

authors have no experience in these roles, which can lead to 

their books being unsuccessful. In turn, this allows the five big 

publishing firms to continue to make 75% of the estimated 

revenue of published books, according to a January 2018 report 

of revenue by Author’s Earnings. One key factor that came 

through my research was that, while there are plenty of articles, 

Online blogs/communities, books and a few tutorials, most of 

the information that self-published authors need are all over the 

place. The information needed to be condensed down into one 

location that authors can access easily.

Another end goal for me was to better understand the industry 

that I was working towards, which was motion design and narrative 

within motion. The human brain interprets content then translates 

that information at a significantly higher rate with visuals than 

without. Using visuals to drive a narrative in videos, or to connect 

to a target audience has become a powerful way to present 

information. Raymond Mar, a psychologist at York University in 

Canada, analyzed of 86 fMRI studies. He concluded that there 

was a connection in the brain networks used to understand 

stories. Narratives offer an opportunity to engage audiences, as 

we identify with characters’ longings and frustrations, guess at 

their hidden motives and learn of their encounters with different 

types of people. 

SELF-PUBLISHING .
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65%

51%
100%

80%

53%

I began my research with a survey directed at an 

audience consisting of young authors. I did not 

limit myself to only self-published authors. I did this 

because, first I wanted to understand the publishing 

industry from an author’s perspective. I also wanted 

to learn why the authors who had not yet published 

remain that way. I also wanted to question why some 

authors do not (or have not) want to go down the 

route of self-publishing.  This gained a better idea of 

what problems would arise in the future. This initial 

survey was important for me to better understand 

my target audience and gain primary perspectives 

on potential problems that my solution could  solve 

through my thesis project.

From this survey I learned the different techniques 

of learning that people feel most comfortable with. I 

also began to make connections of topics that were 

problematic to these authors.

Of users stated to 
be visual learners.

Of authors are  
hesitant to self- 
publish due to  lack  
of understanding.

Claim that marketing  
is a challenge for them.

Prefer narrative, or  
storytelling in videos.

Learned better 
with  videos.

U S E R
S U R V E Y S

AUDIENC ES .



I distributed a survey to 60+ different authors within the age range of 20-30, whether they were published (self-published, 

or through a firm) or not. I used this survey to better understand my audience’s perspective. These were some of the main 

responses that I received from anonymous surveyors.

53% Of responders have published a book before.

Of responders that published a book have used self-publishing services.

Of responders requested more help with marketing and advertising their book.

Of responders were not part of a community for authors.

Of responders said that narrative storytelling were the most memorable PSAs.

Of responders made a comment of want for tools to give advice to new self-published authors.

Of responders requested more help with editing their book.

Of responders felt confident that they could self-publish a book tomorrow.

Of responders listed Amazon CreateSpace as a resource to use.

Of responders learned best visually.

Of responders like self-publishing because they have total control over their book.

71%

61%

52%

20%

94%

89%

29%

82%

80%

67%

S U R V E Y
R E S U L T S

TARGETING  PROBLEMS .
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After I understood my target audience, I began to learn 

the specific opinions of self-published authors about 

what the problem is. These interviews focused more 

on the industry of video. I wanted to know how to use 

motion and narrative to solve a problem self-publishers 

have. Initially, it was through these interviews that I 

received a statement, which helped to drive my thesis 

to where it ended up. This statement was commonly 

repeated among different phrasing by several of my 

surveyors. All of which expressed the want for tools to 

help new self-publishing authors.

I conducted ten interviews with authors of varying 

experience within the self-publishing industry. Six of 

my interviewed people had never published, nor self-

published before but were constant writers on Online 

platforms. Three of the interviewed people had self-

published one book before and one interviewed  had self-

published a book before, and used a small independent 

publishing house with a short novel of theirs.

I N T E R V I E W S

“There should be a resource for beginning authors 

that want to publish, as way for them to have 

sufficient knowledge on how to publish a book.”

- J. Lebak

A  STEP  FORWARD.
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3 R D  P A R T Y
P L A T F O R M S

WHERE  IT  WILL  LIVE .

When considering where these videos would live in the future, I 

looked into several different options. My videos needed a platform 

that would be capable of reaching the large target audience that I 

had. Which meant it needed to be capable of bringing in a variety 

of people, with different levels of needs.

Initially, I looked into creating a website to put these videos into. 

The site would provided access to all of the videos, while also 

breaking up the videos into segments. A website would also 

provide the ability to have more information through text and links 

on further investigation within individual segments. However, the 

biggest concern that came up during my investigation and user 

validation would be if people would know about the website. Or 

would people be inclined to click on a site they had never been 

to before. Out of the ten authors I interviewed, seven of them 

said that they would be willing to click on an unfamiliar site for 

investigation, since most of them were already doing that in their 

own research. However, they were more inclined to dig through 

articles, blogs or sites that were well known to other authors or to 

people, because they most likely had more validity to them.

I was concerned about not being able to reach my target audience 

in the future, so with this concern in mind I began looking into 

third party platforms. I began looking into creating YouTube 

channels with tutorials, due to YouTube’s successful increase of 

content. With YouTube, these videos could reach an extremely 

broad audience, however, it suffers the same concerns as building 

a website. To be known on YouTube, youtubers build up their 

subscribers and audience, before releasing more content.

I also looked into Online learning tools such as the mobile app 

Curious or the site Lynda.com. Both of which can be used as 

tutorials and sites for information. However, Lynda.com requires 

a subscription for users to be able to access its resources while 

Curious has a mobile app that uses tutorials and flashcards. Both 

options were considered but ultimately they did not fit into my 

end goals and hopes for thesis. I needed a platform that had a 

broad audience to begin with and could easily adapt to the needs 

of my videos.
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F I N A L
P L A T F O R M

From there I found the platform Skillshare. Skillshare 

is an Online community where users can sign up with 

subscriptions to watch informational/educational videos 

about specific subjects. Users can either become 

students and sign up for videos that are called classes, 

or they can become a teacher and create the videos or 

content for their students. Classes are typically 30-45 

minutes, however, each video can be broken up into 2-3 

minute segments or shot as one long 30 minute video. 

You can organize the shorter videos into categories and 

subcategories based on content. 

Skillshare is also capable of allowing students to 

download videos, so that they may watch classes 

anywhere at anytime. This ensures that people wouldn’t 

have to watch my videos Online or at certain times of 

the day, and instead they could fit these videos into 

their schedule. All of this is included without Ads, which 

YouTube and other sites are known for having. Skillshare 

is a platform that reaches millions of people and feels 

like a better fit for my videos in the future.

SKILLSHARE .
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After researching my subject matter and target audience better, 

I began to research video and motion graphics. For my thesis, 

the use of motion graphics videos were purposeful, because 

information presented visually are more engaging and robust 

than printed text. Also motion graphics have more stylistic and 

aesthetic choices. My target audience consists of people that are 

already overwhelmed with text throughout their writing process. 

This indicates that my videos can help to simplify condensed 

information. Then they can lay them out in a visual manner that my 

target audience can refer to. Self-published authors are extremely 

detailed, which means that my content needed to be on point.  

Yet they are also people that want information quickly. They don’t 

always want to dig through a blog post or read through a book for 

the information they need.

Through my research, I learned that motion graphics videos 

need to have two key components to them. There needed 

to be successful visual considerations and successful audio 

incorporation. Audio tends to get pushed aside. However, audio 

is the unsung hero of video, and should be something I thought 

about from the beginning. I had to consider all the pacing, the 

visuals displays, typography, narration, music and animation 

techniques that resonated most with my target audience. 

Narrative is an important factor to consider when trying to create 

a cohesive story towards a motion piece. This is valuable even 

when creating an informational video, rather than a film where the 

story line is obvious. Informational videos have a story line that 

isn’t quite as clear, but without it a video’s flow can fall.

To help, I would consider visual and audio questions when it 

comes to video. Such as: how will an audience respond to the 

artwork? Every audience has a unique set of motivations and 

desires that should be met. Animation does only matter based on 

pacing, velocity, cuts, frame-rate, transitions, easing and mood. 

Audio can draw relationships and connections with the target 

audience by making videos feel more human, in terms of emotion. 

Narration and narrators are important, as are their tone to set the 

mood to the pieces. The wrong music can also send the wrong 

message to people, which can deter them away from the videos.

I N D U S T R Y
R E S E A R C H

NARR ATIVE  THROUGH  MOTION .
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According to a study compiled by 3M in 2000, the human 

brain can interpret content 60 times faster when information 

got presented to them visually. This  results in retaining 

content faster than reading text. Also people can understand 

dense content quicker than from a book. After observing 

the brain functions of over 1,000 participants, 3M noticed 

that we can see patterns in images, and we can then make 

connections to content provided in order for information to 

be retained. During my survey users stated that, the best type 

of learning for them is through hands-on repetition in a social 

setting. The hands-on experience allows people to guide 

themselves through the motions of what they are learning. 

Quick repetition helps for memories and information to be 

retained faster and longer. 

Yet, self-published authors are on a time schedule. This 

means they do not always have opportunities for hands-on 

experiences to improve their self-publishing experience. 

Authors already spend much of their time, resources and 

energy into writing a manuscript. This can leave them less 

time to research into processes they are unfamiliar with. 

For my thesis, creating video animations was the best route 

to go to improve my skills as a motion designer, and provide 

a more engaging resource that these authors could use 

and access. The goals for these people are to have correct 

content that authors can use in the future.

WHY  MOTION  GR APHIC S?

60x
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Motion graphics videos can provide several tools which users can 

watch to help understand a dense content. Successful campaigns, 

such as Dumb Ways to Die, gained success by starting out with 

a powerful motion piece. This piece used distinctive audio and 

visual elements targeted towards a specific audience. Dumb Ways 

to Die also incorporated several other elements and platforms 

alongside their motion piece to continue spreading their message 

across a broader audience. 

Dumb Ways to Die gained popularity and success by using dark 

satire and irony to make disregarding railroad safety the dumbest 

way to die. This particular motion piece understood their target 

audience was a younger generation. They were a generation in 

a viral world, which led the company to use satirical humor in 

order to make gruesome but factual points. By acknowledging 

their target audience, Dumb Ways to Die was able to create a 

humorous and memorable video. The Metro trains saw success in 

its numbers. There was a 21% decrease in railroad accidents and 

deaths, immediately after the video was released. The success 

that followed the video resulted in the rest of the campaign being 

released by Metro Trains. 

In the Dumb Ways to Die Metro Trains case-study, author Peter 

Roper stated, “...the content has to be great. Viral relies on share-

ability, so if the content is weak or obviously advertising – it 

won’t work. The idea has to be long-lasting and ideally renew 

itself from time to time in order to create a consistent fan base.” 

He is applying the idea of viral media towards a campaign, yet, 

the same can be said about a motion graphics video. Visuals 

and ideas need to last, which was why Dumb Ways to Die was a 

success. Their character graphics and their song helped to pave 

way for the rest of their campaign, to be memorable and timeless. 

The song is simple and humorous enough that it gets stuck in 

our heads. The visual graphics add a level of engagement that 

became a brand and used in their campaign.

M O T I O N
C A S E  S T U D I E S

DUMB  WAYS  TO  DIE .
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Similar to Dumb Ways to Die, Lighter Blue didn’t only rely on 

motion graphics and videos to provide informational content 

to people. But, Lighter Blue was not a campaign branded 

across the nation, like Dumb Ways to Die was. Lighter Blue 

is a company that helps people to better understand what 

Major Depressive Disorder (MDD) is. This is accomplished 

through a website, illustrations, animations, and short videos.

MDD is an issue of mental health and can often be a 

stigmatized conversation topic for many people. According 

to the Anxiety and Depression Association of America, 

over 16.1 million adults suffer from MDD, and is often left 

not diagnosed for a long period of time. Lighter Blue uses 

animations, illustrations and videos to connect with their 

target audience. This company takes a hard social topic that 

can be overwhelming, and brands their videos to be more 

friendly and approachable. Through illustrative videos, 

Lighter Blue recalls stories from actual people suffering from 

MDD and tells the narrative of these people. Lighter Blue was 

able to bring stories and characters to life, in order to reach a 

personal and emotional human level.

LIGHTER  BLUE .
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T H E
P R O B L E M

New and young writers don’t understand the key 

roles that are a part of being a self-published 

author, and are therefore hesitate to consider 

self-publishing as an option.

Writing is only about 70% of what makes a 

book successful. Advertising and marketing 

a book are the next biggest processes to 

a successful book. Without marketing, no 

one would know about the book. With 

proper marketing, a book can gain hype 

and anticipation upon its release. Next, 

editing, cover art and design are also issues 

of self-publishing. Bad design will lead to an 

uncomfortable experience. According to the 

New York Times Best Seller listing, a book 

that is poorly designed will have little to no 

success. This is due to legibility problems 

and dissatisfaction. Writers looking into the 

option to self-publish their books are finding 

themselves hesitating, due to a lack of 

understanding for self-publishing and what 

it means as an author.

PUBLISHING  IS  C OMPLEX .



T H E
O B J E C T I V E

My final deliverables are to design a small series of motion 

graphic videos that inform first-time self-publishing millenials 

about the roles and process of self-publishing. From my 

research and exploration, I plan to explore all parts of motion 

design and narrative. Including, pre-production, production 

and post-production.

My goals are to have foundations for a resource that new 

writers, who want to understand the topics about self-

publishing, can connect with. Through narrative and story 

telling, my pieces need to engage users enough to capture 

their attention without losing the ability to remember and 

retain the content within my pieces.

My thesis is solving a problem in the start of self-publishing 

because self-publishing overall is a complex situation. My 

end hopes are that if hesitant and new authors have an 

understanding of what it means to be a self-published author, 

these writers will feel more confident to self-publish.

UTILIZE  NARR ATIVE  DESIGN .
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PRE 
PRODUCTION

T H E  F I R S T  S T E P S  L A Y  T H E  P A T H .



M O O D
B O A R D

After finishing my research, my mentor and I talked about the first steps towards 

my videos. He suggested starting with mood boards. Mood boards allow designers 

to figure out the direction of their pieces and the mood that their pieces will 

create. Mood boards include color palettes, aesthetic designs, stylistic choices 

and typography. These all help to create an overall feeling that the videos will 

convey. These mood boards helped me to hash out several ideas at once and 

get out the ideas that would not work for my project. Then it helped me to 

narrow down to designs that would work best. Mood boards helped me to draw 

connections between the stylistic choices that I, as a designer, would be making  

in order to create a cohesive theme through the visuals of my videos.

FIRST  DESIGN .
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M I N I M A L
A N D  F L A T

The mood of these videos was to be  

fun. If they’re not entertaining to watch, 

then users will get bored quickly. Can 

you remember sitting through a boring 

lecture with terrible images, and all you 

wanted to do was leave? That is the 

opposite reaction that I want to get from 

these videos. Flat images that can be 

easily recognizable as icons or symbols 

are effective in visuals, especially when 

reaching audiences of many languages. 

We connect through symbols and visuals 

when a language barrier exists. By having 

flat visuals, stripped down to their basics, 

I am presenting my video to a broader 

interpretation. There also needed to 

be consistency between typography 

for more important information and the 

visuals through the videos.
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Characters will be faceless. They represent 

a general person, but should not have 

extinguished features or facial expression 

that may sway the viewer’s mood.

The animation style of the video will be a  

style that flows together in a unified design. 

Complicated objects are stacked on top of one 

another. Less detail is better, but people still 

need to recognize what an object is.

Objects are simplified to their basic shapes 

with minimal details for shadows or light. This 

help distinguish objects against backgrounds 

or other objects.

S T Y L E
F R A M E S



T O P I C S

Networking & Social Media.

New York Times best seller list.

What is image resolution?

What do you need to have in a published book?

Connecting with bookstores & libraries.

Exterior Designing.

Pricing books.

Hiring a designer/advertiser.

CMYK v. RBG.

DESIGN

eBOOKS & PHYSICAL BOOKS

MARKETING & ADVERTISING

Interior Designing.

Book types and when to use them.

What does publishing an eBook mean?

AUTHOR ’ S  NEEDS .
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S K E T C H E S

REC ALL  PRIOR  KNOWLEDGE .

Before I began to storyboard and finish creating 

style frames, I started with low-fidelity sketches. 

These sketches helped to provide basic visuals for my 

content. These sketches also helped to get an idea of 

compositions and what objects to use in a scene. I went 

through several rounds of quick sketches of storyboards 

to get scenes down. 

Then I had four self-published authors to see if visuals 

were making sense, or if they needed work. All four of 

them provided feedback for me to write down, asking 

how certain objects represented the content. There 

were times my scenes were too simplified to understand 

and I had to fix them. These sketches also helped me to 

break up my scripts and contents into scenes, allowing 

me to create an order for my videos.

0 1

0 2

0 3
0 4

0 5

TYPE FOR  
IMPORTANT
CONTENT.

SECONDARY
ANIMATION  
IS KEY.

SIMPLE
BACKGROUNDS.

SCENE 
TRANSITIONS.

FOLLOW 
SCRIPT  
PACING.
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Script writing is essentially one of the biggest foundations for any 

video. Especially an informational video. My scripts were the bulk 

of where my content went. Without them, I would only have a 

aesthetic videos that had no narrative or direction to them. Scripts 

explore primary goals of what my videos need to accomplish and 

helps to provide what needs have to be communicated.

The key to a good script is being able to communicate my content 

to my intended target audience. If narration  doesn’t get to my 

audience, then only half of the video is a success. My SMEs and 

I spent the first part of my thesis researching the different topic 

points that self-published authors and writers don’t understand. 

We scavenged all parts of the Internet to track down research 

with information for the content of my videos. Which meant that 

my content relied a lot on this large bulk of research conducted. 

This research eventually became the main content of my scripts. It 

was essential for my scripts to have relevant content and provide 

answers to my target audience, without being too dense. 

The focus of these videos is to inform new writers about specific 

roles and processes of self-publishing. Narration is used to be 

written over visuals, adding a secondary learning element. Not 

only will users be able to engage with visuals to have a better 

understanding of the process or role, but they will also engage 

with audio narrative. Users will listen to a cohesive story that 

brings together all the information researched in a condensed 

and thoughtful manner.

Narratives tell stories. They are meant to have beginnings, 

middles and ends that hook people from beginning to end. My 

thesis utilizes narrative to tell the story of how to be a better self-

published author through these content driven videos. These 

videos are advising stories lent by a guiding hand for new writers 

ready to break into publishing.

S C R I P T
C O N T E N T

NARR ATIVE .
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The user validation happened through user testing. Here I 

combined the exact lines of my scripts with low fidelity sketch 

storyboards. I requested that unpublished writers provide me 

with a list of questions, concerning the specific topic of the 

video, before seeing these low-fidelity storyboards. After the 

writers reviewed the storyboards and scripts, I interviewed 

them to see if any of their original questions were answered. 

I also looked to see if there were any questions that they still 

had about the topic.

It was vital that people of my intended target audience could 

comprehend and recall the content provided to them in the 

videos, to gauge success. On the same page, the content 

needed to be fresh and relevant. If users couldn’t find answers 

to their questions, then what was the point of creating these 

videos?

While I know that I cannot answer every question that 

someone will have about the specific processes and roles in 

self-publishing, I can try to find patterns of common questions 

or thoughts throughout authors.

Which I can then use these patterns to create guidelines for 

the narration and visuals.  I can give my audience a broad 

answer to their questions. These user testing stages required 

my to go through several revisions to my scripts and low 

fidelity sketches before high-fidelity storyboards.

USER  VALIDATION .
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S T O R Y
B O A R D S

MARKETING:  PRICING .

I first began to write out my scripts. The content of my scripts came 

from research and resources provided through my investigation 

and from there I began sketching and drafting storyboards . Then 

I moved towards creating visuals based on my style frames. I was 

judging my storyboards and scripts based on how users were able 

to understand the content of my videos. I compared questions  

users had before and after viewing my scripts and storyboards.

I selected price as one of the topics for this series of videos, 

because through the Independent Book Publishing Association 

forums, there were over 200 filtered comments with questions 

and concerns authors had on how to price a self-published book. 

Pricing can be tricky because in a world where Online consumption 

is a large market. People are always looking to purchase books. 

One of the biggest mistakes that self-published authors make is 

pricing their book too high. This results in readers skimming over 

their books. There’s a stigma that many self-published authors 

fear when it comes to pricing. This stigma was explained by self-

published millionaire Amanda Hocking, “...authors believe that 

lowering their prices on books results in a book being a failure.” 

Amanda Hocking first sold her books at $0.99 a piece to draw in 

readers and build her intended audience. This price was affordable 

for most and often intrigued readers to give her a chance. After 

reader’s got hooked, she then bumped the prices up to $2.99 to 

start to make a profit off her books, and then priced them up. 

She started with affordable prices, then increased her prices over 

time, when she knew her audience would be willing to pay more.

Often, self-published authors are publishing to make some sort of 

an earning through their books. Many these services allow you to 

keep more of your royalties per book than traditional publishing 

houses. For example, Amazon allows its authors to keep up to 70% 

of the royalties earned, as compared to a traditional publishing 

house that may pay an author 15-20% royalties.
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S T O R Y
B O A R D S

MARKETING:  SO CIAL  MEDIA .

The two topics I chose to create content for were pricing books 

and social media. I chose to create content for social media 

because marketing is one of the biggest challenges that a majority 

of self-published authors struggle with, starting with social media. 

Marketing is a component of self-publishing that hits every self-

published author, and cannot be avoided.

Social Media is one of the most common and accessible ways to 

market and advertise a book, without having to hire a team of 

marketers. Just like with design or any other industry, in order 

to be successful and market yourself in the world as an author, 

self-published authors have to work double time to network 

themselves. The world of social media allows for authors to 

directly interact with their audiences at the tips of their fingers, in 

order to build fan bases or “fandoms.” Fans will create hype and 

excitement over a book. Self-published authors are typically in 

total control over their marketing network, which means they have 

to understand the market of the types of books and the genre of 

books. Certain books will do better at specific times of the year, 

such as physical books selling more quantity over the summer 

months and around Christmas holiday, while eBooks perform 

better all year round depending on their genre.

A common mistake that self-published authors make is flooding 

their social media with link advertisements reminding their 

followers to buy and read their new books. While this is beneficial 

to serve as a reminder, followers may be drawn away from social 

media that is flooded with boring link ads.
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Questions writers originally had about pricing books. Revisions made to script based on feedback.

Doesn’t a book that’s priced less mean it’s a bad book? There is some belief that a lower price means an untalented 

author, however books under $1 have sold thousands of copies 

for a single title.

What’s the difference between pricing eBooks  

and regular books?

eBooks are cheaper since there is less cost for production 

and distribution. Hardcover books cost the most due to more 

expensive materials and services used to produce it.

How do I know what price to start with when pricing? It is dependent on the market of your book and the genre of 

your book. Pricing can vary to make a certain profit.

Is pricing my book even a big deal? Isn’t marketing  

or art a bigger deal?

Besides writing, marketing is the largest component to a 

book’s success, however, prices (especially Online) are one of 

the biggest influences people look at during purchase.

U S E R
V A L I D A T I O N

REVISIONS .  REVISIONS .
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Questions writers originally had social media marketing. Revisions made to script based on feedback.

What even needs to be on my social media other than having 

some promotions?

Engagement with your audience is key to maintaining positive 

working relationships for your brand. Graphic design can be used 

for branding, ads and generating excitement.

How can I promote my book besides what I am doing? Joining communities and networks helps to boost your audience. 

Graphic design can establish your book’s identity and published 

articles of you and your book can reach further.

What goes into marketing my book on my own? There is a heavy amount of self-advertising not only your book 

but also you as an author and spreading the word.

Why do I need to have social media, let alone have 

multiple accounts?

Today a majority of the world’s population has some sort of 

social media account. They allow you to promote and engage 

with your audience through different experiences.
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T H I S  I S  F O R  T H E  A U T H O R S ,  N O T  M E .

USER 
JOURNEY



T H E  
U S E R

My target audience consists of young authors, who have never self-published before. 

They are either new to self-publishing or hesitant to try. These authors already have 

a lot on their minds, since a lot of work goes into writing and editing a manuscript. 

These authors do not want to be overwhelmed with information or too much visual 

content. They are looking for videos that are simple and straight to the point. Some 

of these authors may have no knowledge of the process at all. Meanwhile, others 

may only struggle with individual areas of the process.

First-time  self-publishing 
millennial  authors .

Male  or  Female .
20 -35 .
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U S E R
T Y P E S

I need details to help with 

marketing my book.

Where do I even start?  

I am very lost.

SAR AH A . ADRIAN R .
Could Use Guidance Just Starting Out

Female Male

25 24

35



Could Use Guidance

Female

21

I’ve got the basics but now I 

need some help.

DANIELLE L .

In the beginning, I sought out three user types for my 

intended audience. Yet, after consideration on who I 

am making these videos for, I scaled down my audience 

to only two users types. These videos are not meant 

for established and confident self-published authors. 

Rather they should be used as informational resource 

for writers that are new to self-publishing, on order to 

help guide them.

 

My first user type is, “Could Use Guidance.” These 

users may have already started the process of self-

publishing and may have conducted their own 

research. Yet, they are hesitant to start because they 

need more information. They would use my motion 

pieces for certain topics they have yet to research. Also 

they would use these videos to get more comfortable 

with self-publishing.

The other user type is, “Just Starting Out.” These 

users have never self-published a book and have 

done minimal research into the industry. They would 

be using my motion pieces as tools from start to 

finish. By using these videos,they will get a better 

understanding of the topics within self-publishing. 

They are looking for information, research, advice  

and help in more than one area.



P E R S O N A

The point of creating a persona was to help me 

to visualize my target audience. My persona does 

not fit all the needs within my target audience. 

Instead it becomes a reference for me to use and to 

remember that I am not designing these videos for 

me, but rather for these new self-published authors.

Lana is a broad example of some key points that 

came up in user surveys, interviews and after 

speaking with my SME. The persona helps me to 

remember personal motivations and desires unique 

to my target audience. It also humanizes them in a 

matter that I can begin to understand and design a 

solution for.

FACTORING  THE  PERSONA .

L A N A  H E M M I N G
JUST STARTING OUT

COLORADO, UNITED STATES

25

0 YEARS AS A PUBLISHED  
AUTHOR

I want to self-publish but I 

don’t know where to start.
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ABOUT

PRODUCT  NEEDS

EMOTIONAL  NEEDS

WEAKNESSES STRENGTHS

Lana might be brand new to the self-publishing world, but she is not new to writing. She ma-

jored in creative writing during her years at college after four years. She started writing fantasy 

fiction novels, when she was fifteen, in high school. Since then, Lana continues to always have a 

pen and a notebook on her for whenever inspiration strikes.

Her interests in becoming a self-published author are due to being rejected by a large publish-

ing house a year ago. However, she pushed on and did not let rejection stop her. She was later 

introduced to self-publishing by a friend that publishes her own eBooks. Still, Lana has no other 

experience within the industry other than writing and some editing. She is unsure of what to 

expect and where to begin her journey.

She is a mother of one and a wife to a lovely woman, who works as an engineer. Lana cannot 

count on her wife to be an editor or designer, but rather a only supporter of her decisions.

• Where should she begin once she has 

finished her manuscript?

• Information on what goes into the 

process of self-publishing.

• What roles will she be playing 

throughout this process?

• Chronological details about publishing 

her own books.

• To feel as if someone is helping her rather 

than an inanimate object.

• She needs to be able to access help and 

advice on her own time.

• Something that is fun and uplifting.

• She is not a designer.

• She is limited on time.

• Her motivation can 

change sometimes.

• She is slow to learn  

new things.

• She likes simplicity.

• She can be protective  

of her work.

• She understands 

language excellent  

as a writer.

• She meets deadlines.

• She is community based.

• She can edit and write 

her own manuscript.

• She is open to trying new 

things.

• She won several writing 

contests in the past.

Sociability

Independent Working

Experience in industry

Working Under Stress

Technology Skill
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U S E R  J O U R N E Y 
M A P

L A N A  H E M M I N G

I want to self-publish but I 

don’t know where to start. E
M

O
T

I
O

N
A

L
 E

X
P

E
R

I
E

N
C

E
A

C
T

I
O

N
S

• The user is a writer who has written 

their manuscript. They are considering 

going through with self-publishing but 

they are hesitant to do so.

JUST STARTING OUT
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L O C A T E C O N T E N T E N D  R E S U L T S

• The user now has more knowledge 

about the roles of self-publishing and 

the process. They no longer feels 

hesitant about self-publishing.

• The user decides to watch the entire 

series of videos. Or they navigate 

through the series to find specific 

topics they need more information on.

• The user finds Book Worm through 

Skillshare and ads, then begins to 

watch the series of videos available for 

them about self-publishing.
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PRODUCTION
PHASE

R E A D Y .  S E T .  A N I M A T E .



T O N E

These videos should be used as guidance. Authors do not want 

resources that belittle or make a big deal of things they are doing 

wrong. They read enough articles on how some consider self-

publishing to be a failing market. The tone of these videos are 

positive and helpful with their information. This is to not leave 

the audience guessing for answers, and to not sound dictating or 

forward. Book Worm as a series is not meant to look down upon 

authors that are uninformed of the process of self-publishing.

A  RESOURC E  TOOL .
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ADVISING  
& DIRECT

INFORMATIONAL CON-
TENT

INTRIGUING & EN-
THUSIASTIC

NOT AN  
INFOGRAPHIC



S P E C S

SOURCE SANS PRO
BOLD

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNnOoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNnOoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjK kLlMmNnOoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwX xYyZz

Fairplex Wide  
OT Book

SOURCE SANS PRO
LIGHT

T YPOGR APHY.

The typography of the videos should be a type face that can 

have varying weight. This will depend on the importance of 

the content provided. Legibility is important to consider, 

meaning letters must be readable when in motion across a 

video or stationary on a page. Source Sans Pro has a variety 

of weights to use with scalable letters, to show contrast in 

information during the videos. This can also create hierarchy 

for the content provided.
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C OLOR  PALET TE

478f b3

7bcb d2

0 0 a99 c

96 d 0 a4

f37656

ee9274

e9b75 d

fad87e

The color palette should feel soft. There aren’t any harsh, 

saturated colors that could be considering intimidating 

or loud. Harsh colors like red are said to be bold. Red is 

often used to express importance or negativity, which is 

the opposite of Book Worm’s tone. The base of the color 

palette is a variety of softer pastels and neutral colors. This 

keeps the audience calm throughout the animations using 

a variety of tones. This also creates dimension for scenes.
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B R A N D I N G
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BOOKWORM  LOGO.

In original designs, the brand for this project was called Syntax. 

The word syntax means, “the arrangement of words and phrases 

to create well-formed sentences in a language.” Initially I used the 

definition of syntax by being an arrangement of a series of videos 

to assist self-publishing authors feel more confident in the self-

publishing process. The name syntax was also a nod to writers 

that have a different vocabulary than our own, in terms of writing 

and editing. This was a word that would be familiar to authors.

Yet, the original brand did not fit into the themes and mood 

that my videos were utilizing. Everything else felt fun, while the 

branding itself fell flat and boring. Which led me to consider other 

terms and words often associated with writers and readers. One 

of which was the term, Book Worm.

We often associate a book worm with some one who is constantly 

reading book after book. They dig their way into a massive amount 

of books and are cozy to do so. In a similar fashion, self-published 

authors often become book worms of self-publishing research. 

They read hundreds of research articles and books about self-

publishing, all in hopes of being successful. Book Worm is also 

a worm that digs through content and gathers them for authors.

I used a vector image in my logo to tie with the rest of my vector 

graphics brand from my videos. I played around with letter forms 

and the anatomy of letters, in order to incorporate a symbol for 

videos. Since my project was based entirely off these videos, I 

wanted the brand of my project to represent that, which led to 

playing with the K letter form in order to create a play button. 

There was a second version of my final logo, that would be used 

when a vector image might not be necessary or appropriate. This 

logo uses the same letters and letter forms as the final logo, and 

incorporates the book and worm into the M.

The brand of Book Worm is not a business, or a product. These 

videos are to be displayed on a third party platform. They are to 

be used as tools and resources for audience’s to use. Engagement 

is encouraged but Book Worm has not yet developed into a 

brand. For now, it remains as a thesis exploration.  Only after a 

successful run on platforms such as Skillshare, will a brand then 

be considered.
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Animatics are a technique used by editors, story boarders, motion 

graphic designers or anyone working in the world of motion. They 

keep track of pacing and timing. Animatics could be in the form 

of moving storyboards. Or they could be a piece of audio from 

a film, with sketches of low fidelity frames. They can even be in 

the early pre-production phases of music videos, such as with 

the Gorillaz. The point of animatics is not to focus on the actual 

animation of the videos, but to instead organize and correct any 

timing and pacing issues that may come in the future. By using key 

frames, I lay out the overall animation piece and begin to focus 

on each individual frame. This works in junction with a track voice 

over. It helps me to understand where scenes may need more or 

less time to be in pace with the narration, and to get a better flow 

of the video. 

Animatics helped to solve fundamental timing problems that 

may have occurred when finalizing the audio and narration. It can 

also help to set up where transitions need to be added, or where 

scenes needed to be cut or slowed down. 

A N I M A T I C S

PACING  &  TIMING .
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T R A C K
V O I C E  O V E R

NARR ATION .

Like the animatic, a track voice over helps to establish the final 

timing of a video. I can then use this to figure out if a video is too 

short or needs to trimming down. Through a basic track voice 

over, I can also begin to see where scenes are establishing and 

how long these scenes need to be. A track voice over can also help 

to identify content that needs to be deleted or added later. This 

all happens before animation production begins. When creating 

my animatics I went through several stages of track voice over, 

and I began to break up my videos into chunks and segments. 

The stages of the track voice over ranged from changing speeds 

based on mood or what was happening in a scene.

To get an accurate timing and pacing idea, a track voice over 

should be broken up in “scenes.” Later, I will organize the 

animations to help break up content plan a story. Track voice overs 

should not be recorded into one sitting, in order to eliminate any 

outside pauses.
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One key frame transitions from a city showing 

confusion from publishing firms into the idea of 

over pricing. A way to transition this is to use 

money sweeping over to reveal a new scene.

When showcasing the idea of overpricing. 

A common symbol of a dollar sign used in 

varying scales, shows the different prices of 

self-published books at current times.

K E Y  
S C E N E S

PRICING  VIDEO.

?? ?
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To transition into people getting excited 

about an anticipated release date, the video 

introduces characters that relate to the 

audience. It shows their connection to one 

another over the passage of time.

Transitions help to show the audience that 

lower prices doesn’t mean bad sales. More 

often people will click on cheaper books. This 

shows through a variety of money symbols.
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Finding a way to incorporate social media 

and symbolize a target audience was tricky. 

Through interviews and storyboards, I landed 

on creating a literal target with pathways 

connecting to different media.

The easiest way to symbolize a flux of ads is to 

do just that. By repeating the same ad design 

over and over, and making the white space 

less prominent on a screen, will make us feel 

cluttered and messy.

K E Y  
S C E N E S

SO CIAL  MEDIA  VIDEO.

LO G OF F
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Phones are a big part of our ability to connect 

with people. There’s an Online community we 

can symbolize through phones and computers. 

Also we can use text to show networking for 

authors.

Social media is about connecting with their 

audience on a global scale. Not just connecting 

with other authors. This transitions to the author 

surrounded by people all around the world.

To da y’ s di sc ussion.. .

TED Talk s

Sc ienc e Digest
Fo llow ?

Fo ll ower s:  2 ,0 00
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There are twelve principles of animations described by Frank 

Thomas and Ollie Johnson. These twelve principles help to make 

animations more fluid, coherent and stylized for animated videos. 

While many of these principles were established because of 

animated films, they all can apply towards any type of animation. 

Which includes motion graphics. These principles are the basic 

foundations for any animated piece of work.

 

1 & 2. Squash and Stretch: Exaggeration to animated objects 

in motion to give a greater sense of weight and volume.

3. Staging: Staging helps to create mood, focus and clarity of 

what is happening in a scene.

4 & 5. Straight Ahead Action & Pose to Pose: A technique 

of drawing each pose, one right after another, and where key 

frames show where action is being oriented.

6 & 7. Slow In & Slow Out: Otherwise known as easy-easy, 

this creates anticipation and momentum in objects.

8. Arc: Objects don’t often fall in straight lines due to gravity. 

They more likely fall in arcs from each end point.

9. Secondary action: Gestures that support the main action to 

add more dimension to the animation.

10. Timing: The way that frames are drawn and the pacing of 

animation to establish personality.

11. Solid Drawing: An enhanced level of realism added to 

make 3-D models of flat animation.

12. Appeal: This is established before anything moves through 

visual engagement. Appeal doesn’t always have to be attractive 

to have charisma.

A N I M A T I O N

PRIMARY.
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One of the bigger principles I worked with was secondary 

animation, or secondary action. Secondary animation is 

defined as, “Gestures that support the main action to add 

more dimension to the character animation.”

In the cases of character animation, secondary animation 

occurs to enhance an emotion or a scene. For example, if 

a character is eating food they enjoy, the primary action is 

eating. Secondary animation could be licking their lips and 

closing their eyes as they eats. This gives the extra dimension 

that they are enjoying the food.

For my thesis, I used secondary animation to be as simple as 

a shine sliding across a screen while text appears. Or a coin 

spinning as it flips in the air. I’m using secondary animation 

to create more depth to each central animation. At the same 

time, secondary animation should never overpower the 

content or the primary animation. They both need to balance 

one another out in order to be coherent.

Primar y:
Te x t  s c r ol ls  on .  

Ip a d  dr o p s  into  

the  s c e ne .

Primar y:
Light  b ulb 

s c ale s  in  a nd 

p e nc ils  form s .

Se c ondar y:
Shine  gl id e s  ove r  

s c re e n .  B ut ton s 

p u s h  d ow n .

Se c ondar y:
Line s  a re 

dr aw n  a r o und 

the  b ulb . 

SEC ONDARY  ANIMATION  IS  KEY.



N A R R A T I O N
A U D I O

TELL  A  STORY.

Narration is as important as animation when it 

comes to my videos. Since my videos rely so 

heavily on their content, narration can enhance 

the experience of each video. Visuals can only 

get us about halfway there sometimes. I use 

narration to put complex thoughts into words 

and to have a conversation.

I choose a female narrator for now, mainly 

because according a 2010 study from AdWeek 

Media/Harris Poll of over 2,000 respondents, 

over 65% of users stated that gender made no 

difference to them. About 46% of responders 

stated a female narrator sounded more calming. 

There was only a 1% difference between male 

or female narrators sounding more persuasive, 

with females taking the lead. Currently, the self-

publishing industry leads with female authors by 

about 5% according to the IBPA.

0 1

0 2

0 3

0 4

PRONUNCIATION 
IS KEY TO  
UNDERSTAND

DON’T GO  
TOO FAST.

DON’T GO  
TOO SLOW.

UPBEAT,  
POSITIVE 
TONE.



R E V I S I O N S

Certain scenes were too fast; slow them down or cut them out of the video.

Cut videos to an even time slot such as 2:00, 2:30, 2:45, etc.

Typography needs love; right now it’s bland and off to the side.

Cut down certain parts that are being repeated.

Scale up individual parts of an object rather than the whole object.

Transitions needed to improve from scene to scene.

Pause between some transitions.

Audio feels faster than parts of the animations at times.

Some colors were too saturated for the color palette.

ANIMATION

AUDIO

TIMING & PACING

Centralize all the staged scenes; they are all mixed across the screen.

Cut track audio into scenes or segments rather than one, long take.

ANIMATION  &  AUDIO.
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POST
PRODUCTION

T H O S E  F I N A L  T W E A K S  A R E  G O L D E N .



In the last phases of creating these videos, I came into the 

process of sweetening. Sweetening applies to both animation 

and audio. While at this point, the animation part is complete, 

I now focus on color correction, timing/pacing and adjusting 

the audio.

Sweetening audio adds another layer of sound design to the 

animation, such as by creating noises if an object swishes 

by or pops onto the screen. If I want to emphasize a scene, 

involving money, I could use a common sound associated with 

money. This would draw more attention to what is happening. 

Audio sweetening also deals with making sure the narration 

is clear, concise and can is heard at the same level through 

the video. To do that, I sweeten music and other audio levels 

to be appropriate. I do this by using headphones or through 

speakers. This part of the process is crucial in making sure 

that all loose ends tie up and the videos are at the best of 

their quality. 

S W E E T E N I N G

THE  FINAL  TOUC HES .
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I N S T A L L A T I O N

For my installation, the main focus will be the videos. This 

means I will need technology that can showcase these 

videos to a large enough quality, for people to get the 

best experience. The center of the gallery space will be a 

TV monitor that plays both videos on loop for people to 

watch. My process books will be available on the shelf of my 

space for viewing, with Book Worm’s logo on the wall. I will 

have up to seven postcards on the shelf that display further 

content exploration of future videos that I couldn’t produce 

during the limited time I had in thesis. Each of these post 

cards will have a topic that an author should be familiar with 

as the opening to the post card, with the backside having 

information on a topic specific to self-publishing. A brief 

paragraph of content will be on ever post card.

A  VIEWING .
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E D I T I N G
D R A F T S

Rough Draft Notes Revised Version.

Reference simple secondary animation to add on. Exploding lines as subtle enhancers for objects and motions.

Consistent typography movement from central scenes.

Using scale of individual parts of objects to build up scene.

Correcting the pacing of slow scenes.
Cut out parts of scenes that feel too fast.

Exaggerate certain movements to draw quick attention.

Think about transitions from one scene to another fluidly.

Use subtle animations for one scene rather than too many.

Keep icons and objects consistent. Includes scaling, movement, placement, color palette.

Use gradients to hide harsh, uneven shadows.

Keep scenes in a similar pattern throughout the video.
Don’t make scenes too large.

Centralize objects rather than scatter them all over.

Use type over or under scenes in the center.

Scale scenes down to feel less overwhelming.
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F U T U R E
T O P I C S

These three videos only just begin to scratch what Book Worm could be. Throughout 

my research I came upon almost twenty topics within the self-published industry 

that could be used as individual segments for this series. This would give authors 

more information about self-publishing. My thesis is only beginning to scratch the 

surface of how we can use video and narrative to help. Book Worm would live on 

a platform such as Skillshare or Lynda, with access to a broader audience. It would 

be promoted as tools that writers can use. Skillshare is a platform where videos, 

or “lessons” can be broken up into segments, and watched in order from start to 

finish.

There  are  many  more  
indiv idual  topic s  that  
B o ok  Worm  c an  c over  

in  the  f uture .
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D E S I G N

We as designers understand how design works. We can 

understand terms such as CMYK or RGB, and image resolution. 

We understand bleed marks and trim cuts. That is because we 

trained to understand the significance of these terms and how 

they apply to the world of design. As artists we have an eye for 

these things to help us create better designs and better work. 

Yet, someone who did not get a design degree or might not 

be trained to understand these terms. 

They would have trouble understanding 

what is happening when you design a 

book.

There is a lot that goes into designing 

a book, that many new self-publishers 

are unaware of. According to an article by the Reedsy, an Online 

community for designers, authors and editors to connect, self-

published covers tend to look second-hand next to best seller 

covers, because either the author has no understanding of 

design. Or they designed the cover themselves. Possibly they 

hired an inexperienced and cheap designer.

Yet a huge issue when it comes to design that authors don’t tend 

to understand actually comes into play with printing. In a user 

survey I conducted near February, 47% of authors surveyed did 

not know the difference between CMYK and RGB when asked, 

“What does CMYK mean? What does RGB mean?” 

CMYK and RGB are major factors when it comes to printing 

images in books versus images on screen in eBooks. CMYK as 

we know stands for Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and Black. It works 

through a four-color process of printing. RGB stands for Red, 

green and Blue and are additive color models that make up the 

images on a screen. 

Many first-time authors are unaware that color tones and 

pigments can drastically change when printing or using screen 

depending on what type of color model you are working with. 

This is according to one of my SME’s, Elena Reznikova. She works 

as a book designer and she had worked first-hand with authors 

looking at their images in RGB when they should be in CMYK or 

vice versa.

RBG  v.  C MYK
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As designers, we are also familiar with image resolution. 

Photographers and illustrations, even most artists are also aware 

of this term because it applies to the quality of picture, which is 

important when showing an image or showcasing work.

Image resolution can be a tricky subject to work with, for some self-

published authors who are unfamiliar with how image resolution 

works. There are a lot of terminology and reasoning behind image 

resolution that often go passed those who don’t constantly work 

with images. One major problem that publishing firms, such as 

Penguin House publishing firm, and Elena Reznikova notice are 

that most authors don’t understand compressing images into 

PDFs and having appropriate image resolution or file sizes, in 

order to have crisp, clear images in their books.

Too often, Elena will come across authors with pixilated or blurry 

images that bring down the quality of a book due to the image 

being a low resolution image.

 

Resolution works on dpi, which most artist know it stands for Dots 

Per Inch. DPI is utilizing the CMYK or RGB dot model, and is the 

digital photo pixels dimensions divided into the paper size to be 

printed. Most of the time, you’ll want a high resolution photo, 

which equates to typically a 300 dpi. Meaning 300 dots per inch 

or detail information. When you look at a grid and consider a 

square inch, with only a 72 dpi (72 dots per inch), the images 

come out more pixilated because 

there is less information to work 

with and round out the edges. As 

compared to a square inch with 

300 dpi where there is more detail 

information to fill in gaps and 

round out images.

Some authors are also unaware 

that If they are exporting a manuscript into a PDF, it’s best to 

export the manuscript without the images and have the images 

exported to their highest resolutions as JPEGs or PNGs. When 

a PDF is exported, you compress the information within the file, 

which results in making them blurry or pixilated.

IMAGE  RESOLUTION .
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65
M A R K E T I N G

Marketing is one of the biggest hurdles that self-published authors 

have to overcome for their books to have a chance at success. It 

is also one of the biggest turnoffs for many authors who have an 

agent through a publishing house. In an article by the Guardian, 

Ros Barber stated, “...if you self-publish your book, you are not 

going to be writing for a living. You are going to be marketing for 

a living.”

Ms. Fiona Veitch 

Smith also stated 

that she felt more 

success from her 

books published 

from a publishing 

house rather than 

self publishing 

because she, “...

spent 90% of my time marketing and only 10% writing..” This can 

be hard for authors who are mainly into writing for the writing 

component. However, there are ways to market yourself other than 

just utilizing social media. One of which ways to market through 

libraries and bookstores.

When looking at speaking to bookstores, authors should consider 

if they are looking to get onto the New York Times Best Seller list. 

If so, they need to look into vendors that report their earnings to 

the New York Times specifically. The New York Times only looks 

into select vendors at certain times of the year. These vendors 

report to “The Best-Seller Lists Desk of The New York Times News 

Department.” The New York times will look at unit sales reported 

by these vendors.

If an author chooses to do this then, they need to have an 

understanding of a few legal contracts. Such as a Non-Disclosure 

Agreement for confidentiality. A Non-Disclosure Agreement is 

legal a contract which one or more parties agree not to disclose 

confidential information shared with each other through business. 

This will protect your identity of any publicity or breach of 

confidentiality.

Some authors aren’t aware that Book Stores also run on sale or 

return. Meaning they are constantly receiving returns every day 

and they must send back books that don’t sell to make room for 

new shipments. 

LIBR ARIES  &  BOOKSTORES
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THANK  YOU.

Tyler  Kellogg

My mentor was Tyler and he works in Colorado at Wyatt. He 

is a CU Denver Alumni that graduated in 2011. He has also 

worked as a motion graphics artist to create promotional 

advertisements for Altitude Sports, before landing his current 

career at Wyatt. Tyler was first introduced to me when he came 

in as a guest speaker during a Design Studio class. He helped 

critique and offer advice for our motion project then. And 

he helped to further improve our skills as motion designers. 

Tyler was excellent help throughout my thesis with critique, 

guidance and advice for designing these videos. Without him, 

thesis would not have been a disaster and I wouldn’t have 

continuously pushed my animations with each review.
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THANK  YOU.

Elena  Reznikova

Sara  Allen  Stewar t

A SME for content, Elena is a book/graphic designer and 

consulter in her own company. She specializes in interior 

and exterior design for published novels. Elena’s insight was 

valuable on getting outside perspective on self-publishers 

and her insight from working with these authors. She helped 

to get me to reach out to outside perspectives for content.

My SME, Sara, is a self-published author with three novels 

under her name, before the age of 30. Sara has worked 

mostly in the Amazon CreateSpace work field and is a 

member of several Online writing communities. Sara’s 

experiences and connections were valuable insights to  

my research for what content authors needed to be 

validated in my motion pieces, with guidance on content. 

A C K N O W L E D G M E N T S
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